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CSE CONTINUATION

This week at Meadowcroft, Hubbers
have been prepping the school for its
first ever careers day (so this is kind
of a big deal), scheduled on Friday
the 8th of March! With our school's
reputation for bucking expectations,
we're pretty confident it'll be nothing
short of another fantastic first for
Meadowcroft! Pupils have questions,
and we've booked a plethora of
providers to accommodate. Who you
ask? We're a fan of surprises at the

If you caught the debut of Meadowcroft's
weekly newsletter, you'll remember that

Hub, so you'll have to wait and see!

Thursday, the 21st of March! Stay tuned!

ANIMAL
EXPLOITATION
In addition to the focus on CSE, one
of our younger pupils wanted to chip
in by putting a spotlight on another
vulnerable class of being; animals.
All too often, animals too are
subjected to manipulation and
exploitation by individuals with
unsavoury intentions. Whyke, often
donning his signature Batman cap
put it best; "Not on my watch!"
Therefore, Whyke alongside Alicia
have been working tirelessly to
prepare a presentation of their own,
centred on Animal Exploitation
scheduled soon. Keep making us
proud guys!

the Hub's most senior and conscientious
students had been tackling the hardpressing issue of Child Sex Exploitation
(CSE). To capitalise on the ‘Loudmouth’
Drama Company visiting the school on
the 18th of March, Charlie and Alicia have
been tenaciously labouring over the
preparation of their very own 'Webinar',
yet again exercising their hidden talents
as educators; I don't know about you, but
I’m chomping at the bit for its airing on

CSE CONTINUATION
Finally, last but in no way least, Liam has
been selectively accepted onto an
extensive tour organised by the National
Fostering Agency (NFA) alongside a variety
of other pupils from different schools. Not
only does this mean a visit to Scotland at
Easter, but also a trip to Canada come
summer! After chatting about his thoughts
on perhaps a life-changing adventure with
Mr Arshad (we just call him T), was it
Canada's beautiful vistas or welcoming
culture T left Liam to ponder? Nope; it was
about the necessity and satisfaction he'd
feel... in getting his very own 'Canada
Goose' Jacket... Nice one T. Nevertheless,
Liam will first have to raise funds to
secure his placement, but I can assure
you, no pupil is better equipped for the
task! With the guidance and aid of Mr
Czternastek (aka, Polish Prince) on Liam's
side, raising the dosh will be a doddle.

